
Quick SPAG 

Monday Tuesday Wedensday Thursday Friday 
 

A or an? 
 
_______ excellent film. 
 
 

Circle three words that can 
be built from know. 
Knowing     unknown     
knowly      known 

Rewrite the misspelt word. 
 
There are seven difrent 
colours in a rainbow. 

Circle teo nouns. 
 
My phone is in my bag. 

Hour or our? 
 
Whee did we park _______ 
car? 

Circle the tense this 
sentence is written in. 
I spnt all of my money at 
the school fair. 
Past     present      future 

Circle the correct spelling of 
use + able 
 
Useable       usable 

Which letters make the air 
sound? 
 
Wear 

Circle the verb group. 
 
James was eating a peach. 

Which word is NOT close in 
meaning to courage? 
 
Brave      coward     heroic 

Circle the tense this 
sentence is written in. 
Martin is going to be in 
the school play. 
Past     present      future 

Circle the rhyming words 
 
Strength    width    length 

Circle the word with NO oa 
(boat) sound. 
 
Grown      comb     knock 

Circle the silent letter. 
 
My knee is very sore. 

Which word is NOT the 
opposite of plain? 
 
Colourful     ordinary    fancy 

Your or you’re 
 
Write _______ name. 
 
 

Add punctuation 
 
Please bring paper pencils 
an eraser and a pen. 

Heal, heel or he’ll 
 
I broke my are and it will 
take weeks to __________. 

Was or were? 
 
I thought you _______ 
Phillip. 

How many syllables are in 
uncommen? 

I or me? 
 
Mina came to visit my 
sister and _________. 
 

Circle the better word 
on      with 
Sandra’s car is blue ______  
a white roof. 

Write these words in 
alphabetical order. 
 
Hotel       horse     house 

Its or it’s? 
 
I wear gloves when 
_______ cold. 

Add punctuation 
 
Jim Kate Sam and I are 
friends. 

Which letters make the h 
sound 
Whale 
 

Circle the correct word. 
They           us 
Dad tells ______ bedtime 
stories every night. 

Meat or meet? 
Cook the _______ in the 
oven. 

Cicle the word with NO h 
sound. 
Whose      human      waste 

A or an? 
 
______ friendly person 



Write the jumbled word 
correctly. 
Make sure the rspea tyre 
is in the car. 
 

Circle the proper noun. 
 
Lions live in Africa. 

Circle the plural form of 
crash. 
 
Crashes       crashs 

Which letters make the sh 
sound? 
 
Crashing 

Circle the tense this 
sentence is written in. 
Past      present      future 
Heather ate all of her lunch 
in a hurry. 

How many syllables are in 
remember? 
 
 
 

Circle the missing verb. 
Slices        slice 
That chef _________ onions 
very quickly. 

Circle the word you can add 
to ball. 
 
Round          volley 

Which word is spelt 
correctly? 
 
Hairy     hairee    hairey 

Circle the tense this 
sentence is written in. 
Past      present      future 
We walked for two 
kilometres yeaterday. 

Make this word mean the 
opposite.        Regular 
 
im        in        ir      il 
 

Is or are? 
 
Where ________ you 
going? 

Circle the correct word 
They          we 
Mum and Dad like music; 
________ often go to 
concerts. 

Make this word mean the 
opposite      active 
 
im      il     in       ir 

Its or it’s? 
 
The dog chewed _______ 
bone. 

Circle the plural form of 
bicycle. 
 
Bicycls         bicylces 
 

I or me? 
 
Can you tell ________ the 
secret? 

Rewrite the two proper 
nouns with capitals. 
 
The nile is a river in africa. 

Change the ending to make 
this word mean the most 
fresh. 
fresher 

Your or you’re? 
 
________ very tall. 
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